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Abstract. (204 words)
Osteosarcoma (OS) is the most common primary bone malignancy. Chemotherapy plays
an essential role in OS treatment, potentially doubling 5-year event-free survival if tumor
necrosis can be stimulated, but long-term treatment results in detriment to health and quality of
life. The canonical Wnt inhibitor Dickkopf-1 (Dkk-1) enhances OS survival in part through
upregulation of aldehyde-dehydrogenase-1A1 (ALDH1A1) which neutralizes reactive oxygen
species from nutritional stress and chemotherapeutic challenge. Dkk-1 also inhibits bone repair,
exacerbating formation of osteolytic lesions caused by tumor infiltration. Therefore, targeting
the expression of Dkk-1 in OS could reduce tumor burden and increase susceptibility to
chemotherapeutics while restoring bone repair.
Herein, we report that inhibiting Dkk-1 transcription by means of a vivo morpholino
(DkkMo) reduced the expansion of experimental OS tumors, preserved bone volume and
architecture, and stimulated tumor necrosis. This was observed in the presence or absence of
doxorubicin (DRB), and as a single agent, inhibition of tumor expansion by DkkMo was
equivalent to that achieved by DRB. DkkMo stimulated apoptotic and necrotic mechanisms in
tumors and appeared to deplete the tumor stroma. These results indicate that administration of
DkkMo with or without chemotherapeutics can substantially improve OS outcome with respect
to tumor expansion and osteolytic corruption of bone.
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Introduction.
Osteosarcoma (OS) is the most common primary bone malignancy. Particularly common in
pediatric patients, OS and other primary bone malignancies account for approximately 9% of
pediatric cancer deaths 1. The current standard of care for treating osteosarcoma is surgery with
neoadjuvant and adjuvant chemotherapy 2. Chemotherapeutic strategies for treating
osteosarcoma generally include high-dose methotrexate, doxorubicin (DRB) and cisplatin 2.
These agents undeniably play a positive role in OS treatment, with a reported increase in 5-year
event-free survival from approximately 20-40% (surgery alone) to 50-90% with successful
chemotherapeutic intervention 3. These survival rates can be stratified into responders with
greater than 90% tumor necrosis after neoadjuvant therapy versus the remainder, who have 5year event-free survival rates of 90% and 50-60% respectively 3. In spite of the clear benefits,
long-term use of chemotherapeutic agents results in side effects which can be catastrophic to
patients’ overall health and quality of life with studies indicating that patients with severe side
effects are more likely to be non-adherent to treatment protocols 4-6. One study indicated that as
many as 16% of patients discontinue adjuvant chemotherapy treatment after persistent side
effects 5. Many patients experience catastrophic pain and immobility as a result of osteolytic
bone lesions (OLs), which occur due to excessive bone resorption caused by bone malignancies
7

. OLs not only cause significant pain, but also increase risk of fracture and contribute to the

vicious cycle between cancer cells, osteoblasts and osteoclasts which provides the ideal
environment for tumor cell propagation 8. Reducing the dependence on chemotherapy and the
OL burden would significantly improve the impact of OS treatment strategies.
Several studies report high expression of Dickkopf-Wnt-signaling-pathway-inhibitor-1
(Dkk-1) in various types of cancer, including squamous cell carcinoma, pancreatic cancer,
bladder cancer, hepatoblastomas, prostate, breast, multiple myeloma (MM) and OS 9-14. Our
3

previous study found that constitutively high expression of human Dkk-1 in the OS cell line
MOSJ-Dkk1 increases tumor growth rate and bone destruction in mouse models when compared
to the parental and control lines which manifested tumors primarily as non-osteolytic
osteochondral nodules 15. The observed increase in proliferation and tumorigenicity was found to
be due in part to a stress-response modulated by enhanced expression of aldehydedehydrogenase-1A1 (ALDH1A1). This response occurred through constitutive inhibition of
canonical Wnt signaling (cWnt) by Dkk-1, driving the balance of Wnt signaling in favor of a
non-canonical Wnt pathway (ncWnt) which upregulated ALDH1A1 expression ultimately
through activation of Jun kinase (JNK). ALDH1A1 is a known member of the cellular stress
response arsenal, neutralizing free radicals from metabolic stressors and chemotherapeutics 15.
The extended family of aldehyde dehydrogenases has also been implicated as a major driver of
chemoresistance and survival in cancer stem cells 16. High levels of Dkk-1 also inhibit cWntmediated differentiation of osteoprogenitors to osteoblasts thereby preventing the repair of OLs
in a range of malignant bone diseases (MBD) including OS 12,15. Therefore, targeting the
expression of Dkk-1 in OS tumors could reduce the rate of expansion and survival of tumor cells,
increase susceptibility to chemotherapeutics, and restore the capacity of bone to repair itself.
Herein, we demonstrate that through inhibiting Dkk-1 transcription by means of a vivo
morpholino (DkkMo), it is possible to (i) reduce the expansion of MOSJ-Dkk1 tumors in vitro
and vivo, (ii) preserve bone volume and architecture in vivo, and (iii) stimulate necrosis of the
tumor. DkkMo had the capacity to perform these functions in the presence or absence of DRB,
and the level of tumor growth inhibition by DkkMo when administered as a single agent was
equivalent to that observed by DRB at high dose. In contrast with DRB, the DkkMo morpholino
did not cause weight loss in experimental animals. RNA sequencing studies indicated that
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DkkMo stimulated cell death and necrotic mechanisms in tumors, and it also appeared to deplete
elements of the tumor stroma.
Collectively, these results indicate that administration of DkkMo in the presence or
absence of chemotherapeutic agents has the capacity to substantially improve outcome with
respect to OS tumor expansion and osteolytic corruption of bone.

Results.
Blockade of Dkk1 secretion by MOSJ-Dkk1 cells with a vivo morpholino: Previously we
demonstrated that constitutive expression of human Dkk-1 by the murine osteochondral sarcoma
cell line MOSJ 17 (MOSJ-Dkk1 cells) resulted in accelerated tumor growth and a significantly
more aggressive osteolytic phenotype than parental MOSJ cells or vector control MOSJ (MOSJpLenti) cells when implanted into nude mice 15. Given the apparent role of Dkk-1 in tumor
propagation and bone destruction in several MBDs, we hypothesized that blockade of Dkk-1
could have a dual role in the inhibition of bone destruction and tumor expansion in these
diseases. Immunoblockade of Dkk-1 has been successfully achieved in experimental models of
MM
18

and OS 19, but systemic Dkk-1 levels can be substantial 10,12, requiring large doses of

antibody. We therefore hypothesized that blockade of Dkk-1 transcription may represent a more
efficient approach in these systems.
To facilitate in vivo delivery and biodistribution of the blocking nucleotide, vivo
morpholino (VM) technology was chosen, and a custom VM targeting the 25 nucleotides at the
5’ end of the cDNA was custom designed by Gene tools LLC. The VM, hereafter referred to as
DkkMo, is complementary to the cDNA encoding first 6 amino acids and the 7 preceding
nucleotides (Fig1A). To serve as a control, a similar VM was designed with 5 mismatches
5

(scrMo). DkkMo (but not scrMo) dose-dependently reduced secretion of Dkk-1 when added to
cultures of MOSJ-Dkk1 cells (Fig1B). In contrast with MOSJ-Dkk1 cells, MOSJ-pLenti cells
that do not express high levels of Dkk-1 have a slower rate of proliferation (Fig1C) and are
sensitive to confluence and nutritional stressors 15. MOSJ-Dkk1 cells usually survive for
extended durations under these conditions, but as expected, exposure to DkkMo negated this
capability causing disruption of monolayers (Fig1D). Loss of the capacity to generate Dkk-1
through the addition of DkkMo also reduced the rate of proliferation of MOSJ-Dkk1 cells
(Fig1E&F). Normalization of Dkk-1 measurements to cell number confirmed that reduced cell
counts did not account for the reduced Dkk-1 output (Fig1G).
DkkMo treatment reduces aldehyde dehydrogenase 1A1 production and disrupts stress
response and anti-apoptotic pathways in vitro: In MOSJ-Dkk1 OS cells, Dkk-1 triggers a stress
response pathway by inhibition of cWnt signaling, thereby activating a ncWnt pathway that
facilitates JNK/Jun mediated expression of ALDH1A1 15. It is known that ALDH1A1 is one of
the major aldehyde dehydrogenases responsible for neutralization of reactive oxygen species that
occur when cells are subjected to nutritional and chemotherapeutic stress 20-23, and ALDH1A1
enhances a variety of tumorigenic characteristics in bone cancer cells such as chemoresistance,
metastasis and the maintenance of a tumor initiator phenotype 20,24-27. It was therefore
hypothesized that inhibition of Dkk-1 through the action of DkkMo may increase susceptibility
to nutritional and chemotherapeutic stressors by reducing expression of ALDH1A1. To test the
effect of DkkMo on ALDH1A1 expression, MOSJ-Dkk1 cells were exposed to 5 µM DkkMo for
4, 6 and 9 days and ALDH1A1 transcriptional activity was assayed by quantitative RT-PCR
(qRTPCR). At each time point, DkkMo reduced ALDH1A1 transcription in MOSJ-Dkk1 cells to
levels observed in MOSJ-pLenti cells [Fig2A].
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To gain broader insight into the potential effects of Dkk1 blockade and reduction in
ALDH1A1 activity, MOSJ-Dkk1 cells at logarithmic and confluent phases of growth were
exposed to DkkMo for 6 days and mRNA was recovered for high throughput sequencing (HTS).
The rationale for these culture conditions was to induce cellular stress through rapid mitosis or
nutritional stress respectively. Differentially expressed (DE) sequences (by >1.5-fold) between
DkkMo treated and DkkScr treated cultures were identified (Supplemental Table 1) and
categorized based on gene ontology term enrichment analysis (GOTEA). In both culture
conditions, the greatest degree of DE mRNA enrichment occurred in GO-term lists related to
stress response, programmed cell death, and response to chemical stimuli (Fig2B&C). In the
case of rapidly dividing cells, GO-terms related to chemotaxis, osteogenic differentiation and
immune-chemokines were also represented (Fig2B). Co-expressed, functionally related gene
modules were also calculated from the dataset and hub genes with the high highest degree of
connectivity within each module were also identified (FigS2). Hub genes were plotted on
volcano plots to visualize potential overlap between lists of DE genes (Fig2D&E). In response to
DkkMo, ALDH1A1 was downregulated in both culture conditions, and was identified as a key
hub gene, further supporting the close relationship between Dkk-1 and ALDH1A1. Hsd17b4,
encoding 17β-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase/D-3-hydroxy acyl-CoA dehydrogenase also met
these criteria 28. In confluent MOSJ-Dkk1 cells only, DkkMo caused downregulation of
transcript S1pr2, encoding sphingosine-1-phosphate receptor 2 29. Ingenuity Pathway Analysis
(IPA) was performed on DE datasets to identify differentially regulated processes in response to
Dkk-1. For both culture conditions, DkkMo treatment downregulated genes involved in tumor
cell accumulation (Fig2F&G). These data indicate that Dkk-1 blockade by DkkMo disrupts
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mitotic and survival pathways involved in the expansion of MOSJ-Dkk1 cells and provides
strong additional support for the role of ALDH1A1 in this process.
Dkk-1 Expression Desensitizes MOSJ cells to Doxorubicin: DRB is commonly used alone or in
combination for adjuvant treatment of OS 3, and chemoresistance to DRB in OS has been
attributed in part to elevated ALDH activity 20,30. This observation is not surprising, given that
one of the key mechanisms of DRB is the generation of mitochondrial reactive oxygen species
(ROS) which destroys tumor cells but also contributes to a dangerous level of cardiotoxicity 31.
We hypothesized that Dkk-1 expression and associated ALDH1A1 levels could increase
resistance to DRB, and the blockade of Dkk-1 by DkkMo could reverse this phenomenon.
Identical cultures of rapidly expanding MOSJ-Dkk1 and MOSJ-pLenti cells were subjected to
exposure to DRB at doses ranging from 10-2-10-8 M over a 10-day duration, and from these
growth curves, IC 50 values at a range of timepoints were calculated (Fig3A&C). The IC 50 of
DRB was consistently higher in MOSJ-Dkk1 cells at all time-points with the greatest reduction
in IC 50 occurring at day 4 for both cell lines (Fig3A). The day 4 time-point in the cultures
corresponded to the initiation of the rapid logarithmic phase of growth (Fig3B, plot) and the
difference between the IC 50 in MOSJ-Dkk1 cells versus MOSJ-pLenti cells was greatest at this
point (Fig3B, bars). Collectively, these data indicate that Dkk-1 expression increased resistance
to DRB in expanding MOSJ cultures, especially during the rapid phase of proliferation. It was
therefore hypothesized that Dkk-1 blockade through the action of DkkMo could increase the
effectiveness of DRB especially during periods of rapid mitosis. This was tested by exposure of
identical cultures of expanding MOSJ-Dkk1 cells to combinations of DRB (at IC 50(day4) ) and
DkkMo (2.5 and 5.0 µM) for 2, 4, 6, and 9-day periods. In these assays, DRB alone killed
approximately half of the cells, but in the presence of 5.0 µM DkkMo, this rate increased to
8

approximately 100% at all time-points tested (Fig3D). DkkMo at 5.0 µM also possessed an
intrinsic capacity to reduce the accumulation of MOSJ-Dkk1 cells to a degree comparable to
DRB alone. DkkMo at a dose of 2.5 µM exhibited similar activity, but this was confined to day 4
cultures. These data demonstrated that DkkMo could inhibit the expansion of MOSJ-Dkk1 cells
and significantly sensitized the cells to DRB.
DkkMo has the capacity to inhibit MOSJ-Dkk1 tumor expansion and induce necrosis in vivo:
Fluorescently labeled (dsRed) MOSJ-Dkk1 OS were initiated in hindlimbs of immune deficient
nude mice followed by administration of DRB (5 mg.kg-1), DKKMo (12.5 mg.kg-1), or
combination, by intraperitoneal injection every 48 hr. The DRB dose was selected as the highest
level that could be administered without significantly affecting survival (FigS1A). Since scrMo
had no discernible effect on MOSJ-Dkk1 cells in vitro, and the systemic effects of the backbone
morpholino are negligible 32,33, control (no treatment) mice received saline only. Tumor
expansion was followed in live animals by measurement of fluorescent intensity after each
administration. Fluorescence intensity values were normalized to the tumor signal at time = 0
and plotted against time for each animal (Fig4A, B). In each case, the slopes (representing the
tumor growth rate) were compared using a mixed-model for repeated measures (MMRM)
approach (Fig4B, FigS1B). Fluorescence measurements indicated that combination therapy and
DkkMo alone reduced the rate of tumor expansion as compared to the untreated control group
but co-administration of DRB did not appear to improve the effect of DkkMo alone. DRB
treatment alone reduced the average rate of tumor expansion to a degree equivalent to what was
observed for DkkMo alone. The lack of observed synergy or additive contribution between DRB
and DkkMo could result from DRB stimulating ALDH1A1 through an alternate pathway, but
DRB alone did not increase ALDH1A1 transcription even though endogenous murine Dkk-1 was
9

slightly upregulated (FigS1C-E). It is also noteworthy to add that DkkMo administration did not
affect the weight of the mice whereas DRB toxicity resulted in significant weight loss (Fig4C).
After 2 weeks of treatment, hindlimbs harboring tumors were dissected from euthanized mice
and stained with Lugol’s iodine contrast agent. On detailed inspection of the axial reconstructed
scans, radio-dense patches were observed in the tumor masses that were more prevalent in
tumors that received DkkMo and combination treatment (Fig4D, arrowed). A convolutional
neural network algorithm (CNNA) was trained to segment the tumor and the radio-dense patches
on the axial reconstructions with 81.87% accuracy (97% on the validation dataset) (Fig 4D,
FigS3). When the CNNA was employed to measure the volume of radio-dense structures in all
tumor specimens and normalize this to total tumor volume, there was a significant increase in
tumors that were treated with DkkMo or combination (Fig4E, FigS3). MOSJ-Dkk1 tumors
consist of a pleomorphic mass of tightly packed undifferentiated fibroblastoid cells that resemble
high-grade undifferentiated OS tumors associated with poor prognosis (FigS4A-C). In contrast,
histological analysis of the radio-dense structures indicated acellular foci (Fig4F, FigS4D-G,
asterisks) that had in most cases become infiltrated with collagenous matrix which stained a
characteristic blue with Masson’s trichrome stain (FigS5). Cells adjacent to the acellular foci
often exhibited clear signs of pyknosis and nuclear fragmentation characteristic of necrosis
(FigS5C). Collectively, the data indicated that the radio-opaque structured were collagenized
necrotic foci, and that DkkMo not only slowed tumor expansion, but also had the capacity to
induce tumor necrosis in vivo.
DkkMo has the capacity to reduce bone destruction in vivo: Several studies have demonstrated
that Dkk-1 has the capacity to prevent bone repair in osteolytic lesions, thereby accelerating bone
destruction and facilitating tumor expansion 10,12. Parental MOSJ-cells generate highly
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differentiated osteochondral tumors with limited bone involvement, but MOSJ-Dkk1 cells
generate primitive, aggressive and highly osteolytic tumors in mice 15. To examine whether
DkkMo treatment could reduce the osteolytic effects of MOSJ-Dkk1 cells, bones in the tumorbearing hindlimbs of mice were scanned by µCT and volumetrically analyzed. Qualitative
inspection of tibias and fibulas indicated that MOSJ-Dkk1 tumors caused significant destruction.
To explore this more closely, computational superimposition of scanned images of malformed
bones onto unaffected contralateral control scans highlighted where, and to what extent, the
surface topology of the bone had deviated from the wild-type form. By measuring these
deviations for each voxel, a profile could be generated illustrating the frequency of voxels that
had deviated outwards or inwards from the plane of the healthy bone surface. A healthy bone
measurement generates a narrow profile, indicating that few voxels deviated from the plane of
the contralateral control bone, and if so, by a small degree (Fig 5A, above). A deformed bone
would generate a broader distribution, indicating a surface topology consisting of many voxels
above and below the plane of the surface of the contralateral control bone (Fig 5A, below). When
applied to tibial specimens, healthy bones generated the expected narrow profile whereas
untreated MOSJ-Dkk1 bearing tibias demonstrated a high degree of deformation, generating
broad profiles with the same true for DRB treated specimens (Fig5B). In contrast, tibias from
tumor-bearing mice that received DkkMo or combination therapy generated narrower profiles,
indicating less deformation (Fig5B). Statistical analysis of the plots demonstrated that when
compared to the no treatment group, the DkkMo plots differed in terms of x-axis positioning (p =
0.018 with DkkMo, distributions significantly closer to zero) and breadth of the distribution (p =
0.05 with DkkMo distributions significantly narrower), indicating that DkkMo prevented bone
deformation. The same trend was evident for the combination group, but p-values were larger (p
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= 0.079 for x-axis, p = 0.192 for distribution), suggesting that DRB might hinder the
osteoprotective action of DkkMo. MicroCT measurement of the tibias and fibulas further
confirmed that DkkMo reduced a tumor-associated drop in bone mineral density (Fig5C, left)
and absorptive destruction of the bone tissue (Fig5C, right). Osteolytic activity of MOSJ-Dkk1
cells was widespread in untreated and DRB-treated specimens, but this was less apparent in
specimens that received DkkMo or combination (Fig5D).
Transcriptomic sequencing of MOSJ-Dkk1 tumors indicates that DkkMo modulates
proliferative, survival and immunological processes in vivo: To gain insight into the antitumorigenic mechanism of action of DkkMo on MOSJ-Dkk1 tumors in vivo, fixed tumors were
excised and subjected to HTS. Comparison between untreated (NT) and DkkMo specimens
(n=4) and comparison between DRB treated and combination specimens (n=4) were performed.
After processing, lists of transcripts with >1.5-fold differential expression were generated
(Supplemental Table 2). When the lists were subjected to GOTEA, clusters representing
regulation of cell stress, cell death and apoptosis were highlighted in both comparisons, further
supporting a role for Dkk-1 in the regulation of stress response and survival pathways, and that
DkkMo has the capacity to blunt such activities (Fig6A&B). Unexpectedly, GOTEA analysis of
the DkkMo versus no treatment groups highlighted several gene ontologies related to
differentiation of T-cells, macrophages and erythrocytes (Fig6A). Co-expressed, functionally
related gene modules and hub genes were also identified (FigS6) and plotted on volcano plots to
visualize potential overlap between lists of DE genes (Fig6C&D). As with the in vitro analyses,
ALDH1A1 and Hsd17b4 were represented in both comparisons as hub and DE genes. Also of
note were histone methyltransferases Setd7 and Nsd1, both implicated as mediators of
oncogenesis 34,35. IPA indicated that DkkMo treatment promoted upregulation of genes involved
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in necrosis and apoptosis in the case of both comparisons (Fig6E&F). In the case of the no
treatment versus DkkMo comparison, IPA also highlighted several gene groups associated with
the death of blood cells, connective tissue cells and lymphocytes. Attrition of immune and
stromal elements of the tumor was further supported by analysis using the Estimation of STromal
and Immune cells in MAlignant Tumor tissues using Expression data (ESTIMATE) platform.
When analyzed, DkkMo and to a greater extent, combination treated tumors, exhibited lower
ESTIMATE values suggesting increased tumor purity. Collectively, the IPA and ESTIMATE
data indicate that DkkMo may in part inhibit tumorigenesis by depleting the stroma as well as by
modulating survival capacity.
Discussion.
The classical role of Dkk-1 is to target the LRP6/5 receptor to the Kremen2 receptor for
internalization and destruction 36, thereby inhibiting cWnt signaling by preventing the interaction
of LRP5/6 and frizzled receptors. It is now widely accepted that cWnt signaling plays a major
role in driving the differentiation of osteoprogenitors 37, and as such, Dkk-1 is a potent
osteoinhibitory factor. The first association between Dkk-1 and osteolytic malignant bone
disease was demonstrated in MM 12 then for juvenile OS 10 and skeletal metastases of breast,
prostate and lung cancers 13,14,38-40. Dkk-1 was subsequently shown to block the anabolic axis of
bone turnover resulting in the premise that inhibition of Dkk-1 may slow the progression of
MBD by inhibiting the development of osteolytic lesions. Initial strategies for the blockade of
Dkk-1 began with antibodies, and these showed promise in MM models 18 and in humans 41, but
administration of blocking antibodies must be given at relatively large doses given that systemic
levels in humans can reach hundreds of ng.mL-1 10,12. To circumvent limitations of antibody
therapy, this study employed a vivo morpholino (termed DkkMo) directed against human Dkk-1
13

cDNA. Vivo morpholinos consist of an oligonucleotide mimetic attached to a dendrimeric moiety
designed to facilitate cellular internalization. While originally utilized for gene knockdown in
simple organisms, most notably zebrafish 42, vivo morpholinos have been increasingly employed
for gene knock-down in mammalian species such as rodents, dogs and even humans 33. Indeed,
an exon-skipping vivo morpholino was first successfully tested as a treatment for Duchenne
Muscular Dystrophy (DMD) in 2009 43 and shortly thereafter exon-skipping morpholinos
Eteplirsen, Golodirsen, and Viltolarsen were approved for the treatment of DMD in the USA and
Japan. DkkMo is a first generation vivo morpholino directed to the 5’ coding region of human
Dkk-1 [Fig1A]. When MOSJ-Dkk1 cells were exposed to DkkMo, human Dkk-1 secretion was
dose-dependently inhibited [Fig1B] and the rate of accumulation of cells in culture was
substantially reduced when compared to a control morpholino with scrambled sequence [Fig1F].
The reduction of cell expansion is probably attributed in part to enhanced susceptibility to
nutritional stress resulting in cell death, an observation that is also made with the parental cell
line MOS-J15. When confluent MOSJ-Dkk1 cells are treated with DkkMo, cell death readily
occurs [Fig1D], phenocopying the parental and control cell lines, confirming that Dkk-1 is
indeed required for enhanced survival. Resistance to stress is attributed to elevated expression of
ALDH1A1 that occurs when Dkk-1 diverts Wnt signaling capacity from cWnt to a ncWnt
pathway involving RhoA and JNK. Activated JNK triggers Jun to bind to the ALDH1A1
promoter, upregulating its expression. ALDH1A1 then acts to enhance resistance to nutritional
and chemotherapeutic stressors in part by neutralization of reactive oxygen species 15. The
regulatory relationship between Dkk-1 and ALDH1A1 expression is demonstrated by the
observation that when DkkMo is added to MOSJ-Dkk1 monolayers, ALDH1A1 transcription is
significantly reduced [Fig2A]. The interrelated roles of ALDH1A1 and Dkk-1 in cell survival is
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further supported by HTS studies, where ALDH1A1 is identified as a DE and hub gene that is
downregulated in the presence of DkkMo, coincident with the upregulation of several cell-death
related processes. Unexpectedly, DkkMo also triggered cell death processes under mitotic as
well as confluent conditions [Fig2B-G] and it is therefore reasonable to posit that DkkMo might
have a detrimental effect on the survival of cells undergoing proliferation at the periphery of the
tumor mass as well as the nutrient-deprived inner regions of a solid tumor.
From the in vitro HTS studies, two noteworthy hub and DE genes were identified with
potential to contribute to tumor progression. Hsd17b4, encoding 17β-hydroxysteroid
dehydrogenase/D-3-hydroxy acyl-coA dehydrogenase, was identified as a down-regulated hub
gene under mitotic and confluent conditions when treated with DkkMo. Hsd17b4 is responsible
for deactivation of estrogens and androgens as well as participating in peroxisomal betaoxidation of fatty acids and other complex substrates 28. It is conceivable that it plays a role in
oxidation of long chain or complex acids that result from the processing of reactive aldehydes by
ALDH1A1. In confluent MOSJ-Dkk1 cells, DkkMo caused downregulation of hub transcript
S1pr2, encoding sphingosine-1-phosphate receptor 2, regulator of osteoblast chemotaxis and
inverse marker of osteoblast differentiation 29.
Since DkkMo has the capacity to sensitize MOSJ-Dkk1 cells to stress, DkkMo may
synergize with chemotherapeutics that induce oxidative damage in tumor cells. DRB is
frequently employed as an adjuvant treatment for OS, and is known to cause oxidative damage to
tissues and tumor cells through induction of ROS 44. To examine whether expression of Dkk-1
mediates resistance to DRB, MOSJ-Dkk1 and MOSJ-pLenti, cells were exposed to DRB at a
range of concentrations. While DRB had the capacity to blunt the expansion of both MOSJ lines,
MOSJ-Dkk1 cells expanded more rapidly than MOSJ-pLenti cells at all doses [Fig3C].
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Interestingly, the difference in IC 50 values between MOSJ-Dkk1 cells and MOSJ-pLenti cells
was greatest when the rates of proliferation were at their highest [Fig3B], suggesting that DRB is
at its most toxic to cells undergoing proliferation and that Dkk-1 provides most protection at this
time. Indeed, it is known that chromatin is susceptible to DRB-induced damage during mitosis 44,
Dkk-1 levels are elevated in cycling OS and mesenchymal cells 45,46, and observations from this
study indicates blockade of Dkk-1 during MOSJ-Dkk1 proliferation down-regulates processes
related to cell accumulation [Fig2F]. When MOSJ-Dkk1 cells at various stages of culture were
incubated with DRB, the expected degree of cell death was observed. In identical cultures with
DkkMo added at 2.5 µM, additional cell death was observed in day 4 and 6 cultures where the
rate of mitosis was at its highest [Fig3D]. Strikingly, when the dose of DkkMo was raised to 5
µM, complete cell death was observed in all cultures in the presence of DRB. When 5 µM
DkkMo was added to cultures without DRB, the extent of cell loss was equivalent or greater than
DRB alone at the LD 50 . The greatest reduction in cell number was observed in day 4 cultures,
corresponding to the initiation of the proliferative phase, further supporting a role for Dkk-1 in
protection of OS cells during proliferation. Given the key role of cWnt in the stimulation of
proliferation in many stem cell systems, and in many cancers 47, a pro-tumorigenic role for Dkk1 is surprising, but quite feasible given the multiple roles for cWnt in tissues and in organisms,
the countless variants of Wnts and accessory molecules and the various non-canonical pathways.
Indeed, there are several reported examples of Dkk-1 serving a pro-tumorgenic role through
enhancement of growth and/or survival 15,46,48,49, migratory 50, and metastatic 19,46 characteristics.
Of particular note, Colla et al. 51 demonstrated upregulation of Dkk-1 by human MM cells when
challenged by ROS generated by chemotherapeutics thalidomide and lenalidomide, and while the
study did not directly demonstrate upregulation of ALDH1A1 in this case, stimulation of JNK
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and Jun-C was observed. While Dkk-1 cannot be formally regarded as a proto-oncogene, the data
herein collectively suggest that Dkk-1 certainly appears to serve as a survival factor for tumors
during proliferative stress, especially when combined with chemotherapeutic challenge.
Orthotopically implanted MOSJ-Dkk1 cells rapidly generated osteolytic tumors in nude
mice. When DRB was administered at a high dose, the rate of tumor expansion was not
significantly affected, whereas DkkMo administered as a single agent significantly blunted tumor
growth. Given that a robust degree of synergy was observed between DRB and DkkMo in in
vitro experiments [Fig3D], it is surprising that the rate of tumor expansion was not substantially
reduced as compared to single agents, but this was not the case. Indeed, even the formation of
necrotic foci was not substantially enhanced by combination treatment, with significant foci
observed in tumors from combination and DkkMo-treated groups [Fig4F]. One explanation for
the lack of expected synergy is the possibility that DRB triggers expression of endogenous Dkk1 from MOSJ cells and this in turn competes with DkkMo, raising ALDH1A1 expression. While
DRB did indeed upregulate endogenous Dkk-1 transcription by about 30% [FigS1E], the
secretion of murine Dkk-1 is negligible compared to the recombinant human form expressed by
MOSJ-Dkk1 cells 15, ALDH1A1 is not upregulated by DRB alone in MOSJ-Dkk1 cells
[FigS1C-E], and the sequence of DkkMo is unlikely to cross react with murine Dkk-1 transcripts
[Fig1A]. The in vitro assays employed, however, do not take into account potential sources of
Dkk-1, ALDH1A1 or additional stress response agents derived from the tumor stroma.
Dkk-1 is a potent inhibitor of osteogenic differentiation and key driver of osteolytic
lesion formation in MBD 12. Unlike parental MOSJ-cells, MOSJ-Dkk1 cells form highly
osteolytic tumors in nude mice accompanied by significant bone deformation. Standard
volumetric scans have the capacity to detect bone loss, but not necessarily deformations in bone
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topology that also contribute to the pathology of the disease. We therefore employed 3D
reconstructions of µCT scans to perform quantitative topological comparisons between the
contralateral and tumor-bearing tibiae [Fig4A]. These measurements confirmed that untreated
MOSJ-Dkk1 tumors and those treated with DRB caused substantial deformation of adjacent
bones which could be measured by quantifying deviations in the surface topology of the tumor
laden tibia when compared to the unaffected contralateral side. When deviations were plotted,
the data appeared as broad, asymmetrical distribution curves. When tumors were treated with
DkkMo alone or in combination with DRB, the curves were narrower and symmetrical, with
characteristics of a healthy topological profile [Fig5B]. When plots were analyzed statistically,
DkkMo groups had significantly reduced bone deformation, but this was less evident for
combination therapy suggesting that DRB may counteract, to a limited degree, the protective
effects of DkkMo. This is possible given that DRB has a potent anti-mitotic effect and
osteoblasts perform their reparative functions in part through localized bursts of proliferation 52.
Standard volumetric scans and mineral density measurements of tibiae and fibulae confirmed
these findings. While immunological blockade of Dkk-1 has demonstrated bone rescue in
experimental 18 and clinical osteolytic MM 41, this is the first time blockade of Dkk-1 has been
shown to preserve topology as well as rescue bone loss. In this study, the small animal models
employed precluded meaningful studies of gait and limb functionality, and as such, further
studies of DkkMo in weight-bearing models are warranted.
Tumors were excised and subjected to HTS to gain mechanistic insights into the effect of
DkkMo administration in the presence and absence of DRB. The dsRed label was utilized to
exclude as much extraneous tissue as possible, but tumors harbored host tissue infiltrates such as
immune cells, blood vessels and stroma. As expected, DkkMo upregulated cell death-related
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gene ontologies [Fig6A&B], with ALDH1A1 and Hsd17b4 both identified as down-regulated
DE transcripts and as hub genes [Fig6C&D]. The consistent detection of ALDH1A1 and
Hsd17b4 as down-regulated sequences with DkkMo treatment, and their potentially interrelated
roles in the metabolism of complex organic substrates, suggests a novel role for Hsd17b4 as a
mediator of drug resistance. Unexpectedly, there was significant representation from immune
and hematopoietic gene ontology terms with DkkMo treatment, implying that Dkk-1 might also
regulate immune processes within the MOSJ-Dkk1 tumor stroma. Indeed, Dkk-1 has been
reported to stimulate infiltration of inflammatory macrophages and neutrophils and polarization
of T-cells in acute lung injury 53,54 and stimulate immunosuppressive myeloid suppressor cells in
tumors so as to facilitate evasion from immune surveillance 55. While the data herein do not
exclusively support a predominantly inflammatory or immunoinhibitory role for Dkk-1, it is
reasonable to predict that its inhibition is likely to contribute positively to outcome given the
status of the current literature 56. The IPA data highlighted upregulation of sequences associated
with the death of immune, lymphatic, connective tissue upon treatment with DkkMo [Fig6E]
suggesting that Dkk-1 blockade might be contributing to depletion of the tumor stroma. To
explore this hypothesis more closely, the ESTIMATE platform was employed to assess tumor
purity and it was apparent that the DkkMo and combination groups exhibited a greater level of
predicted purity as compared to the no treatment and DRB groups [Fig6G]. It has recently been
reported that the calculated purity of OS tumors, and thus a relatively low proportion of stroma,
is inversely proportional to the potential for epithelial to mesenchymal transition (EMT), a
process which is strongly related to disease progression and poorer prognosis 57. Therefore, the
data indicated that DkkMo may also act to reduce tumor progression through depletion of host
stromal elements that contribute to EMT.
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Small interfering RNA has been employed to block Dkk-1 and exhibit neuroprotection in
a model of intracerebral hemorrhage 58, inhibit inflammation in a model of rheumatoid arthritis
59

, and in a model of hormone deficiency induced bone loss 60, but at the time of publication, and

to the best of our knowledge, this is the first demonstration of the use of a Dkk-1 targeting vivo
morpholino to treat experimental MBD. Using a murine model of an aggressive Dkk-1
expressing osteolytic OS, we demonstrated that DkkMo had the capacity to reduce tumor
progression through reduction of cell proliferation, perturbation of survival mechanisms,
inhibition of bone destruction and preservation of topology, and potentially through depletion of
the tumor stroma. Given that morpholinos have a robust half-life in vivo and are well tolerated,
DkkMo represents a promising approach for the improvement of OS treatment in humans.

Methods.

Tissue Culture: Red fluorescent protein (RFP)-labeled MOSJ-Dkk1 and vector backbone control
MOSJ-pLenti cells were generated as previously described 15. MOSJ-Dkk1 cells are a murine
osteochondral sarcoma cell line 17 modified by the pLenti vector (Life Technologies, Carlsbad,
CA) to constitutively express and secrete human Dkk-1 via the cytomegalovirus (CMV)
promoter. The control line, MOSJ-pLenti, harbors the vector backbone with no cDNA cassette.
Both cell lines were cultured in medium containing alpha-minimal-essential-medium (αMEM,
Life Technologies) supplemented with 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum (FBS, Atlanta Biologicals,
Norcross, GA), 100 U.mL-1 penicillin & 100 µg.mL-1 streptomycin (Life Technologies) and 2
mM L-glutamine (Life Technologies). For expansion, cells were seeded at 500 cells per cm2 with
media changes every two days. Adherent cells were recovered using 0.25% (w/v)
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trypsin/ethylene diamine tetra-acetic acid when a density of approximately 80-90% confluency
was reached.
IC50 determination: To determine DRB IC 50 for the MOSJ-Dkk1 and MOSJ-pLenti lines, cells
were seeded at 1000 cells per well in 12-well plates. DRB was added 24 hours after seeding.
Cells were exposed to 8 doses of varying DRB concentration in log 10 increments. Cell number
was determined using a hemocytometer and the Ecotox software package 61 was used for IC 50
calculations their comparisons.
Enzyme linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA): Two-day conditioned media were collected and
stored at -20◦C. For assays, media were thawed on ice, vortexed for 30 s then diluted (1 in 10 – 1
in 100) with PBS 0.05% (v/v) Tween20 with 1% (v/v) bovine serum albumin (BSA) then before
performing ELISA. Human Dkk-1 ELISA was performed using a standard procedure
recommended by the manufacturer (Duoset ELISA, R&D Systems).
Quantitative RT-PCR (qRTPCR): The High Pure RNA isolation kit (Roche Diagnostics) was
used for total RNA extraction from the cells. Copy DNA synthesis was performed using
Superscript III kit (Life Technologies). TaqMan gene expression assays (Applied Biosystems)
were used to carry out qRTPCR. APDH, MRPL19 and RPS18 were selected as reference genes
62-65

63

. Reference genes were combined using geometric averaging as single internal control gene

. Fold changes were calculated using the 2 −ΔΔCT method 66.

In vivo model of osteolytic OS: MOSJ-Dkk1 cells were employed in the OS xenograft model as
described 15. Briefly, 1x106 MOSJ-Dkk1 cells were administered to two month-old immune
compromised nude mice (Foxn1-/Foxn1-, Jackson laboratories) in 50 µL of human plasma
(Sigma, St. Louis, MO), with clotting activated facilitated by the addition of 50 µL of
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thromboplastin A (Sigma). The cells were injected medially, into the interosseous space between
the tibia and fibula. Tumor expansion was monitored three times a week in live animals (n=10
per group) by detection of the RFP signal via live animal imaging using an IVIS Lumina III live
animal imager (Perkin Elmer, Waltham, MA). For image analysis, photon flux from the tumors
(cm-2 . s-1) was calculated for each mouse by using a fixed size circular region of interest (ROI)
encompassing the back limbs of the mouse in both supine and prone position. Treatments were
initiated in animals harboring tumors with an approximate volume of 15 mm3 (approximately 3
mm diameter) as estimated by fluorescence imaging. DRB (5 mg.kg-1), DKKMo (12.5 mg.kg-1)
or a combination of the two was administered by intraperitoneal injection every 2 days. The dose
of DRB was empirically established to be the maximum sub-lethal dose, and the concentration of
DkkMo was recommended from previous studies safely utilizing morpholinos in mice 67,68.
During the treatment period, photon flux values were scaled to a comparable background value,
then normalized to the value obtained at the first administration of treatment, ensuring all mice
had an arbitrary starting signal of 0. Tumor growth rate was characterized by analyzing the delta
photon flux over delta time. Slopes were compared using a mixed-model for repeated measures
(MMRM) approach 69,70.
Micro-CT (µCT) scanning: Once euthanized, mice were fixed by trans-cardiac perfusion. All
samples (n=10 each group) were scanned using a SkysScan1275 system with the filtered (1.5
mm aluminum) beam set to 40 kV, 250 µA and image capture set to 11 µm resolution.
Throughout the study, smoothing and beam hardening were fixed at 2% (smoothing kernel
gaussian) and 25%, respectively. Ring artifact reduction and misalignment correction were
adjusted manually to minimize scan artifacts. The dynamic range was set to between -1000 and
7519.5 HU for all reconstructions. Bone loss was calculated by comparison of volumes and bone
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mineral densities with the contralateral side. Bone mineral density (BMD) was measured using
the attenuation coefﬁcient method with calcium hydroxyapatite phantoms (Bruker) as calibrants.
The mean of three 0.1 mm3 regions corresponding to 25%, 37% and 50% of the total length of
the bones beginning from the proximal end was measured. Half of the specimens were also
contrast stained with iodine/potassium iodide (IKI) for two weeks 71, then rescanned under the
same conditions to facilitate detection of soft tissues. These scans permitted accurate
quantification of tumor volume.
Bone deformation indices: 3D Slicer software 72 was used for bone volume and deformation
measurements. Three dimensional renderings of the tumor-bearing and contralateral fibulae were
constructed using the Otsu thresholding method (-1000 to 7519.5 HU), and the resultant bone
model was then mirrored for registration. The mirrored model was computationally
superimposed to contralateral bone model using a rigid algorithm to at least 5% accuracy.
Models were further trimmed to the same anatomical landmarks. Model to model distances were
calculated with the signed closest point approach. Bone deformation measurements were
generated by quantifying the differences in coordinates between corresponding voxels in scans of
the tumor-bearing versus contralateral images. The deformation analysis was done by quantile
functional regression for regression analyses of distributions 73. In short, quantlet, a union set of
elements was selected from the sample distribution to represent the whole distribution by lasso
regression and cross-validated concordance. The quantlet from each sample was then fit to a
quantlet space model using a Bayesian modeling approach. Distribution plots were analyzed for
differences between one another using the using the Quantile Function on Scalar Regression
Analysis for Distributional Data method 74
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High throughput sequencing: For proliferative cultures, MOSJ-Dkk1 cells were seeded at 500
cells per cm2 in 175 cm2 flasks and allowed to enter the logarithmic stage of growth after 6 days
of culture with changes of media every 2 days. Groups (n=3) were no morpholino, 5 µM
DkkMo, 5 µM scrambled morpholino control (scrMo) which was added 24 h after seeding. For
the nutritional stress cohort, cells were seeded and cultured in the same manner, but exposed to
48 hr of confluence without media change for 4 days. Cells were collected after one week of
treatment. In all cases, cells were recovered by trypsinization, washed in PBS, and stored as flash
frozen pellet (1x106 cells) in liquid nitrogen until mRNA extraction.
For tumor sequencing, mice were initially fixed by trans-cardiac perfusion and stored in
phosphate-buffered 3% formaldehyde with 10 mM CaCl 2 at 4oC. Four specimens from each
group were randomly selected for RNA sequencing. Tumor/stroma was carefully dissected from
bone and muscle tissue. Samples are sequenced by BGI Genomics (BGI Americas Corp.
Cambridge, MA 02142, USA).
High throughput sequencing was performed on a NovaSeq 6000 system, recovering 150
million raw reads per sample in 150 bp paired-end format. The reads were aligned to the
GRCm38.98 reference genome using HISAT2 v 2.1.0 75. Gene counts were obtained by using
SAMtools v.1.976 and featureCounts (Subread v.2.0.0) 77,78. The downstream differential
expression analysis was performed in R (Core Team, 2020) 79 and with the DEseq2 package 80.
Weighted correlation network analysis was done with the WGCNA package 81. Soft threshold
was applied based on WGCNA manual suggestion. Hub genes were identified as top 10
correlated gene in gene significance cluster. Cytoscape 82 was used for network visualization.
The functional analyses were performed with the Ingenuity Pathway Analysis Platform (IPA,
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Qiagen, Redwood City, CA). FPKM was calculated using DEseq2 as part of the IPA input. Gene
ontology analysis was performed on PANTHER83,84.
Histology: Specimens were stored in 3% formaldehyde in PBS with 10 mM CaCl 2 at 4oC.
Decalcification was achieved with 1 M dibasic EDTA, pH 8.0. The solution was changed every 2
days. The samples were then dehydrated through increasing gradients of alcohols, followed with
Sub-X clearing agent (Surgipath Medical Industries, Richmond, IL) and embedded in paraffin
(Richard-Allan Scientific, San Diego, CA). Paraffin-embedded samples were cut to 9 µm
sections. Sections were baked onto the slides at 60ºC for 1 h, followed by deparaffinized with
Sub-X, and rehydration. For H&E staining, sections were stained in hematoxylin solution Gill
number 3 (Sigma) and counterstained with 1% (w/v) eosin Y (Thermo Fisher) before clearing
and dehydration. Masson’s trichrome staining was achieved using a commercially available kit
(American Master Tech, Lodi, CA) following the manufacturer’s instructions.
Neural net programming and utilization: A U-net architecture based Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN) was built using TensorFlow v.2.3.0 85,86. The model was built with the Adam
optimizer algorithm. One sample was selected by systematic random sampling from each
treatment group and segmented manually. Tumor and necrotic tissue were segmented separately.
In total, 2176 images were used for training (70% random assigned) and testing (19.5% random
assigned) to construct the CNN model. Model accuracy (FigS4) was obtained by applying the
model to the validating (10.5% random assigned) dataset. The validated CNN model then was
used to segment the rest of the CT scans.
Statistics: GraphPad Prism version 8.00 for Mac was used to plot data and carry out statistical
analysis. Single means were compared using t-tests while multiple tests of means were carried
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out using one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and either Dunnett’s or Tukey’s post-test
where appropriate. Specific statistical parameters are given in figure legends. The tumor growth
rate is characterized by analysis of the slope of tumor fluorescence over time between groups.
Slope changes compare to No treatment group were analyzed using a mixed-model for repeated
measures (MMRM) approach. Restricted Maximum Likelihood (ReML) estimation was used.
The MMRM model included the treatment group, time point, and treatment group-by-time point
interaction as fixed effects; and animals within treatment group as random effects allowing
induvial difference for tumor growth rate. An unstructured covariance structure was used to
model the within-animal error. Distribution plots were analyzed for differences between one
another using the using the Quantile Function on Scalar Regression Analysis for Distributional
Data method 74
Figure Legends.
Figure 1: DkkMo blocks Dkk-1 expression by MOSJ-Dkk1 cells resulting in inhibition of
expansion in vitro. Panel a: Target sequence of DkkMo, position on the Dkk-1 mRNA and
comparison with the mouse orthologue. Panel b: DkkMo dose-dependently reduces secretion of
Dkk-1 by MOSJ-Dkk1 cells (n=4). Panel c: Expansion of MOSJ-Dkk1 cells compared to control
MOSJ-pLenti cells that do not express Dkk-1 (n=3). Panel d: DkkMo inhibits resistance to
nutritional stress caused by extended durations of confluent culture. Panel e: Dkk-1 secretion by
MOSJ-Dkk1 cells in the presence of DkkMo or scrMo during expansion in culture (n=5). Panel
f: Cell expansion in the presence of DkkMo or scrMo over time in culture (n=5). Panel g: Dkk-1
secretion normalized to cell number (legend as Panels e and f).
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Figure 2: DkkMo blocks ALDH1A1 transcription, stress response and cell expansion
pathways in MOSJ-Dkk1 cells in vitro. Panel a: Transcription of ALDH1A1 as measured by
qRT-PCR by MOSJ-Dkk1 cells in the presence of DkkMo and scrMo (n=3). Numbering refers to
conditions where measurements differ with p <= 0.05. Panel b: GOTEA of RNA sequencing
data with comparison between DkkMo and scrMo treatment of MOSJ-Dkk1 cells undergoing
rapid proliferation (n=3). Red font refers to gene ontologies that relate to cell death and survival,
blue refers to osteogenic differentiation, green refers to immunoregulation and yellow refers to
chemotaxis. Panel c: As panel b, but under extended durations of nutritional stress. Panel d:
Volcano plot of DE genes after comparison of MOSJ-Dkk1 cells at log phase of growth in
presence of DkkMo (10 µM) or scrMo. Sequences that represent both DE and hub genes are
labeled. Panel e: As panel d, but with MOSJ-Dkk1 cells subjected to extended confluence under
nutritional stress. Panel f: Word cloud summarizing IPA results using DE gene lists from
comparison of MOSJ-Dkk1 cells at log phase of growth in presence of DkkMo or scrMo. The
words represent functional categories, the size of the font represents the size of the group, red
and blue font represents upregulated and downregulated sequences respectively. Panel g: As
panel f, but with MOSJ-Dkk1 cells subjected to extended confluence under nutritional stress.

Figure 3: Dkk-1 enhances resistance to challenge with DRB. Panel a: ID 50 calculations on
MOSJ-Dkk1 and MOSJ-pLenti cells treated with various doses of DRB by time in culture. Panel
b: Plot (bars) of the ratio of IC 50 MOSJ-Dkk1 cells to MOSJ-pLenti cells when compared to the
rate of expansion (lines). The greatest difference between the IC 50 values occurs during the
highest rate of cell division. Panel c: Growth curves of MOSK-Dkk1 cells and MOSJ-pLenti
cells in the presence of various concentrations of DRB. Panel d: MOSJ-Dkk1 cell yields after
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treatment with DkkMo, scrMo, DRB or combinations. Numbering refers to conditions where
measurements differ with p <= 0.05. P-values were calculated by the ratio-based test against a
change in persistence method 87.

Figure 4: DkkMo administration reduces the rate of expansion of MOSJ-Dkk1 tumors and
causes generation of necrotic foci. Panel a: Fluorescent imaging of nude mice harboring
orthotopic tumors of dsRed-labeled MOSJ-Dkk1 cells. Panel b: Plots of tumor expansion as a
function of fold-change fluorescence intensity. Each line represents a single tumor (n=8-9). Pvalues calculated by mixed model regression and are compared to the no treatment condition.
Panel c: Plots of animal weight throughout the the experiment (n=8-9). Panel d: Axial images
(above) of tumors at proximal/distal midpoint indicating larger numbers of radio-opaque foci in
the DkkMo treated conditions (examples arrowed). Segmentation of the images (below) based
on automated recognition by CNNA. Bone (white), soft tissue (green), tumor (blue) and foci
(cyan) are indicated. Panel e: Volumetric measurements of radio-opaque foci using the CNNA
(n=5). Volumes per tumor (above) and the volume of necrotic foci normalized to tumor volume
(below). The volumes per tumor (above) were analyzed by a generalized linear model account
for tumor size. The volume of necrotic foci normalized to tumor volume (below) analyzed by
beta regression (* = p < 0.05) Panel f: H and E stained sections of tumors indicate that radiopaque structures are acellular foci of necrotic tissue (examples arrowed).

Figure 5: DkkMo administration reduces the rate of bone destruction by MOSJ-Dkk1
tumors. Panel a: Diagrammatic explanation of the principle of the topological analysis
employed to measure bone remodeling. Panel b: Topological comparisons of tumor bearing
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tibiae with unaffected contralateral tibiae demonstrate DkkMo treatment preserves the original
shape of the bone tissue. Rendered scans (above) indicate where surface of the tumor-laden tibia
is inside (red) or outside (blue) the plane of the surface of the contralateral tibia. Distribution
plots (below) with individual samples depicted in shades of brown, gray or green with the
maximum width of the distribution depicted in pink. Healthy bones result in narrow distributions
whereas damaged bones generate asymmetrical and broad distributions. P values represent
statistical comparisons of plots versus no treatment. Panel c: Bone density for tumor laden tibiae
and femora (leftmost two panels) plotted as deviation from the contralateral measurements. Bone
absorption for tumor laden tibiae and femora (rightmost two panels) plotted as deviation from the
contralateral measurements. P values calculated by ANOVA with Tukey multiple comparison
test (n=8). p<0.05 = *, p<0.01= **, p<0.005 = ***, p<0.001= ****. Panel d: H and E stained
sections of tumor bone interfaces indicate reduced bone erosion in DkkMo treated tumors. The
bone (b) and tumor (t) are labeled in each case.

Figure 6: DkkMo administration blocks stress response pathways in orthotopically
implanted MOSJ-Dkk1 tumors. Panel a: GOTEA of RNA sequencing data with comparison
between DkkMo and no treatment (left). Panel b: As panel a, but with comparison of DRB and
combination treatment (right) (n=4). Red font refers to groups related to cell death and survival
and green font refers to immune-related genes. Panel c: Volcano plot of DE genes after
comparison of the DkkMo with the no treatment group. Sequences that represent both DE and
hub genes are labeled. Panel d: As panel C, but plot of DE genes after comparison of the DRB
group with the combination group. Panel e: Word cloud summarizing IPA results using DE gene
lists from comparison of the DkkMo with the no treatment group. Color and font coding as in
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Figure 2. Panel f: As panel e, but with DE genes after comparison of the DRB group with the
combination group. Panel g: Plot of ESTIMATE scores for each treatment group. Lower scores
represent increased tumor purity and lower immune cell and stromal components.

Supplemental Figure 1: Panel a: Kaplan Meier survival plots for the calculation of the
maximum tolerated DRB dose. Panel b: Plots of tumor expansion as a function of fold-change
fluorescent intensity. Each line represents the mean fold-change fluorescence intensity.
Individual points represent animals (n=8-9). Statistical analysis provided in Fig 4. Panel c:
ALDH1A1 transcription measured by qRT-PCR calculated as ∆CT in relation to aggregate
measurements from a panel of standard reference genes (left) and as ∆∆CT versus MOSJ-pLenti
measurements at day 2 of culture. Panel d: ALDH1A1 transcription measured by qRT-PCR
calculated as ∆∆CT versus MOSJ-pLenti measurements at the appropriate day of culture. Panel
e: Murine ALDH1A1, murine Dkk-1 and human Dkk-1 transcription in DRB treated and
untreated MOSJ-Dkk1 cells at day 4 of culture measured by qRT-PCR calculated as ∆CT versus
pooled reference genes. For panel c and d, comparisons are versus MOSJ-Dkk1 group at each
day in culture. P values calculated by ANOVA with Dunnett’s post-test (n=3). p<0.05 = *,
p<0.01= **, p<0.005 = ***.

Supplemental Figure 2: Diagrammatic summary of interrelationships between GOTEA and
HUB analysis datasets. The orange panel indicates all shared DE genes, the blue panel indicates
hub genes from log phase cultures and the pink panel indicates hub genes from cultures under
nutritional stress. Black lines indicate functional interconnections between DE genes.
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Supplemental Figure 3: Panel a-c: H and E stained micrographs of untreated MOSJ-Dkk1
tumors (10x, bar = 200 µm, Panel a; 20x, bar = 100 µm Panel b; and 40x, bar = 50 µm, Panel c)
indicating homogeneous and highly proliferative spindle-shaped tumor cells with extensive bone
involvement (Panel a). Panel d-f: H and E stained composite images of untreated (Panel d),
DRB treated (Panel e), DkkMo treated (Panel f), or combination treated (Panel g) tumors.
Asterisks indicate necrotic foci, bar = 2 mm.

Supplemental Figure 4: Panel a: Comparison of the automated segmentation of tumor and
necrotic foci (predicted mask) with manual segmentation (true mask) and the input image. Panel
b: Examples of automated segmentation for each of the treatment groups. Input image (left),
segmented tumor (center) and combined image (right) are presented. In the rightmost image,
bone (white), soft tissue (green), tumor (blue) and foci (cyan) are indicated. Panel c: Plot of
accuracy as a function of epoch during the training of the neural net. At the conclusion of
training, accuracy was in excess of 80%.

Supplemental Figure 5: Panel a: H and E (above) or Masson’s trichrome (below) stained
composite micrographs of a combination treated tumor indicating collagenous infiltration of
necrotic foci (blue stained areas with trichrome, asterisks. Bar = 2 mm). Panel b: H and E
(above) or Masson’s trichrome (below) stained composite micrographs of necrotic lesions at
higher power demonstrating that the collagen rich foci are essentially acellular (bar = 100 µm).
Panel c: As Panel b, with indication of necrotic pyknosis (nuclear shrinkage) and nuclear
fragmentation in cells adjacent to the foci.
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Supplemental Figure 6: Panel a: Summary of interrelationships between GOTEA and HUB
analysis for in vivo HTS datasets. Categories in the red and green circles represent gene
ontologies generated for the DkkMo versus NT and DRB versus combination comparisons
respectively. The blue panel indicates hub genes generated form the DkkMo versus no treatment
comparison, the pink panel indicates hub genes from the combination versus DRB comparison
and the orange panel indicates shared DE genes. Black lines indicate functional interconnections
between DE genes, hub genes and gene ontologies.
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